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THE WEEK IN REVIEW
The final revision to fourth quarter GDP was reported today, showing that
the economy grew 2.2%. This is unchanged from an earlier estimate released
last month, but below expectations for 2.4% growth, and well below the
4.6% growth and 5% growth reported in the second and third quarters,
respectively. While exports and consumer spending growth were both revised
up, these were offset by a reduction in the contribution from inventory
investment. It is widely expected that colder temperatures and significant
snowfall in many parts of the country will impact first quarter GDP, similar to
last year. Consensus estimates currently call for 2.4% growth in the first
quarter of 2015.
U.S consumer prices rose 0.2% in February after falling 0.7% in January, due
in part to the first increase in gasoline prices since June. For the twelve
month period, prices were unchanged. Core CPI, excluding food and energy
costs, also increased 0.2%, similar to the prior month and 1.7% over the last
year, the largest increase since November.
Sales of existing homes rebounded 1.2% in February after falling 4.9% in
January. Low supply and higher prices continue to be headwinds for sales.
The supply of previously owned homes increased 1.6% last month, below the
typical 6% increase ahead of the spring selling season. Sales of new homes
continue to benefit from increased demand which shifted away from existing
homes, surging 7.8% last month to a seasonally adjusted rate of 539,000,
with January revised up to 500,000 from 481,000.
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Orders for durable goods continued their negative trend last month.
February’s decline of 1.4% was the third drop in the past four months. While
transportation has been the largest detractor in recent months, core orders
have also declined. Economists believe the unexpected weakness is a result
of the cold weather and lower business investment.

UPCOMING WEEK

Domestic and international equity markets declined this week. After strong
gains last week, markets suffered four straight days of losses through
Thursday, when military strikes in Yemen pushed oil prices up more than 4%.
Most markets rebounded on Friday, but still finished the week in negative
territory. Equity market volatility continues this year as investors try to
weigh the improvements in the economy against the implications of the
timing and magnitude of the proposed Federal Reserve rate hikes.

On the economic agenda for early next week are reports on personal income, home
prices and consumer confidence. On Wednesday we will hear news regarding motor
vehicle sales, PMI and construction spending. International trade data is set to be
reported on Thursday, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics will release the March
employment report on Friday. Consensus estimates call for an increase in non-farm
payrolls of 250,000, slightly lower than the 295,000 reported for February, with no
change to the reported unemployment rate of 5.5%. Economists are predicting a
very slight uptick in average hourly earnings.
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